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PHP: Debugging a class that uses a trait I am using Zend Framework 1.9.2 and have registered one of my classes in

the autoloader: spl_autoload_register(array($this, 'loadClass')); Which is working as expected. Is there a way of
debugging this class so that I can see that it is calling the correct methods in the trait? Example Trait code: trait
Transformer { public static function stringTransform($value, $transform_options) { $transformer = new self(); //

The method addFormat() is from the code that I am trying to debug. // Is there a way of seeing what
addFormat($transform_options, $value); is doing? $transformer->addFormat($transform_options, $value); return

$transformer->translate($value); } } Here is my class code: class TransformerTest extends Zend_Controller_Action
{ use Transformer; public function indexAction() { $test_value = 'Some Default Value'; $test_transformer = new
Transformer; echo $test_transformer->stringTransform( 'Hi there!', array('format' => 'html')); } } A: You can use

the -v flag for php-cli to see what's going on when you run a PHP script. For example in your project root folder: php
-v If this is the environment you're in, you should see something like this: ... or: ... or: All of these versions of PHP

have the -v flag. So you can do
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